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The density distribution of low-temperature spin-polarized atomic hydrogen in a
realistic magnetic field profile is calculated for densities below and above the critical
value for Bose-Einstein condensation. The distribution is an identifying characteristic.
Magnetic compression and instability due to thermal leakage of the atoms is treated.

Atomic hydrogen (H) which has been shown in
the accompanying Letter' to exist in a long-time
stable state provides us with a new Bose Quid.
Since in general it is necessary to prepare this
gas by injecting atoms into a magnetic field, a
treatment of the effect of magnetic field gradients
is required. In this Letter we calculate the den-
sity distribution for spin-polarized H (Hk) in a
realistic magnetic field profile. Results are ob-
tained below and above n„ the critical density for
Bose-Einstein (BE) condensation; the effects of
interactions in the high-density BE condensed
state are shown to be non-negligible. The den-
sity profile is a characteristic identifying feature
of the gas. This calculation immediately pro-
vides the local static magnetization, which is
related to the density by a proportionality con-
stant: the Bohr magneton. The important con-
cept of a magnetic compression is introduced.
Finally, we consider the instability of a magneti-
cally confined gas in an open-ended container,
due to thermal leakage. Comparisons are made
with experiment where possible.

At low temperatures H4 is considered to be an
extremely weakly interacting Bose gas. ' To illus-
trate this point we have plotted in Fig. 1 the p-V

curves for H4 at T =0 K as calculated by Etters,
Danilowicz, and Palmer' and for an ideal Bose
gas at T=0.1 and 0.3 K. As the 0-K curve can
be looked upon as a measure of the interactions
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FIG. 1. P-V relation for H& in various approximations
and at various temperatures.
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Fig. 2. (a) Magnetic field profile as a function of the
distance from the center of the magnet. The end of
the magnetic coil and a quadratic fit to the field are in-
dicated (b). Density profi1es on an expanded scale.
See text for explanation.

within the system, no significant deviations from
ideal-Bose-gas behavior are to be expected for
many properties down to molar volumes and
temperatures of order 10' cm'/mol and 100 mK.
This feature makes H4 an ideal test probe to
compare theory and experiment for a weakly
interacting Bose Quid.

H& can only be maintained as a stable gas in a
magnetic field. The confinement space (cell)
must be open ended to allow loading from a source
of cold atoms which can extend to zero-field re-
gions. As a consequence the density distribution
will be inhomogeneous since the field gradients
exert a force on the magnetic moments of the
atoms. This leads to compression of atoms in
the lower two hyperfine states4 into the high-field
region, whereas the other states are repelled.
We first focus our attention on the steady-state
properties of H4 in the field of a small super-
conducting magnet as used in the experiment de-
scribed in the preceding Letter. ' The field pro-
file along the symmetry (z) axis is shown in Fig.
2 and is approximately quadratic over a range of
60 mm around the field maximum. Any field
gradients in the xy plane are neglected since the
atoms are confined to the vicinity of the z axis
by means of a cylindrical tube. Xf we neglect

where m is the mass of the H atom, 2H is
Planck's constant, g =2 is the Landh g factor,
pB is the Bohr magneton, Bp is the field at the
center of the magnet, and z =51 mm in our sys-
tem [see Fig. 2(a)1.

The solutions of (1) are

y„,p -cp„, (z) exp(i%~ P~), (2)

where y„,(z) is a HO state and exp(ik~ rJ a
plane-wave state with propagation perpendicular
to the symmetry axis. The energy spectrum con-
sists of a series of bands, labeled by the HO
quantum number and spaced at approximately
4~10 ' K. The corresponding oscillator fre-
quency ~p is given by

tc, = (2dtL, B,/m z„')'~', (3)

where &u,= 5.5 &&10' rad/sec for a field of 7 T.
If one considers a collection of H atoms in the

magnetic field, the occupation of the various
states is governed by Bose statistics. As a con-
sequence the density distribution of Hf depends
dramatically on the total number of atoms in the
field as shown in Fig. 2(b). At low density (curve
a) the system behaves like an ideal gas. If the
density is increased the statistics lead to a
compression of the gas, causing a peaking of
the distribution as shown in curve b. Beyond a
critical density (n, ) a "divergence" in the den-
sity occurs at the maximum field position be-
cause of the Bose condensation into the Ho
ground state. The classical turning points for
this state are separated by 6.8 p, m. However,
at these densities it is no longer realistic to treat
the system as an ideal Bose gas and interactions
will cause the divergence to broaden as shown
in curve c for T=0 K.

The density distribution n(z) of the gas is cal-
culated with use of

n(r) =Q;W, l q;(F)l', (4)

where PV; is the Bose probability for the occupa-
tion of a given state. Even at the lowest achieva-

wall effects as well as alI terms in the Hamil-
tonian beyond the electronic Zeeman term (i.e. ,
we assume a high-field approximation), and re-
place the real field profile by its quadratic ap-
proximation, B(z) =B,[1 —(z/z )'], the Schroding-
er equation for atoms in the m, = —2 electronic
spin state reduces to a harmonic-oscillator (HC)
problem:

2
8'

V2+p, BB p
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Z =exp [(p- -'m(u, 'z')kT],

p, is the thermodynamic potential, and k is Boltz-
mann's constant. n & n, corresponds to the con-
dition I' & 1.

The effect of the broadening of the condensate
peak is estimated using the theoretical results
for the ground-state energy per atom E,(n) as a
function of density. " The energy to add a par-
ticle to the system is then given by

for relatively low densities, where one may write
E,(n) =an —pRB with a/k =306 K A.' Setting n = n,
= 1.4x 10'0 atoms/cm' at 7 T and 0.27 K one eas-
ily finds the density distribution (for the field
profile under study) to depend quadratically on
the distance from the center [curve c, Fig. 2(b),
for T =0].

In order to study the consequences of these
concepts for somewhat realistic experimental
conditions, consider a tube extending from zero
to maximum field along the axis of a magnet.
The tube is assumed to be at constant tempera-
ture and does not catalyze recombination. The
zero-field density of H is maintained constant.
This sets a value for the thermodynamic potential
and the density can be calculated at any point us-
ing Eq. (5). It is elucidating to express this rela-
tion in terms of a compression factor, c(z), and
the density at maximum field: n, =c(z)n(z). In
the low-density limit

c(z) =exp( pR[B, -B(z)]/kT]. (7)

The strong dependence on B and T is seen in the
following examples. For the profile of Fig. 2(a)
with a 7-T field at T = 0.27 K and z = 40 mm, we
have c =8.6&10', whereas at 0.5 K, c =133. For
10 T and T=0.1 K, c =1.5&10 '.

From expression (7) we see that if, in an equi-
librium condition, the density in zero field is
suddenly reduced to zero (experimentally this

ble temperatures many states will be occupied
and as a consequence (for n ( n, ) Eq. (4) can be
calculated very accurately using the classical
approximation for the expectation values

i g;(r) i'

of the HO states. ' This leads to

n(z) = X,„-3g,i, (P), (5)

where X,„=(2''/mkT)'i' is the thermal wave-
length,

corresponds to turning off the H discharge
source), then the density no in the high field must
go to zero. This presents an instability for an
open-ended system. The time constant for this
thermal leakage in the low-density limit is found
from

dN/dt = f dzAP (z) n(z)

x f dv, P2(v, )p(v. )v (8)

where N is the number of atoms in the field, A is
the cross-sectional area of the tube, P, (x) is a
geometric factor describing the probability to
escape the system (pass beyond z =z„) from the
position z without a wall collision, P, (v, ) = 8(v,
-w, (z)) is the probability that an atom moving in
the proper direction with a velocity v, can es-
cape, 0 is a unit step function, and

~,(z) = [21L,(B(z) —B(z„))/m]'i'

is the escape velocity;

p(v, )=—n '~ 'i'e px[ —(v, /n)']

is the normalized velocity distribution in the z
direction and n = (2kT/m-)'i'. Evaluating the ve-
locity integral yields a simple rate equation,
N = N/v, where ~ = 4cV,qf/Kv A, v —= (8k T/mm)' '
is the average velocity of the atoms, V,&&

=—N/n»
and

Z =- '~"f'"P (z) dz

is the effective Clausing factor' for the system.
& is the time constant of the system. For the ex-
periment of Ref. 1 we have calculated a time
constant v =19 msec in zero field (V,q1

= 1.2 cm')
and v = 110 sec at 7 T (V,1q

= 0.8 cm'), using K
=0.1, v =100 m/sec, and 4=12.5 mm', for mag-
netic compression only. The experiment yielded
7=1.5 and 532 sec, respectively. We attribute
the difference to additional compression due to
fluxing helium vapors (HEVAC), as discussed in
Ref. 1. From the experimental zero-field time
constant of 1.5 sec, a HEVAC compression of 79
is estimated. In the field of 7 T the time constant
due to both compressions would then be 8.7 &&10'

sec (2.4 h), consistent with observations.
In summary, we stress the important result

that a realistic magnetic field profile leads to a
density distribution that displays macroscopic
features characteristic of the Bose nature of the
particles: narrowing and peaking up at the field
maximum as the gas approaches the critical den-
sity. Measurement of the density or magnetiza-
tion should provide a method of detecting BE con-
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densation. If this state can be created, from
curve c Fig. 2(b) we see that a sharp interface
or "surface" in coordinate space should be a
characteristic of the condensate at low tempera-
ture. At low density the gas behaves classically.
The maximum density that can be loaded into a
magnetic field for a gas stabilized against re-
combination is limited by exp(B/T) and the zero-
field density.
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The dielectric function derived from polarized surface-reflectance-spectroscopy
studies of the H/W(110) system is compared with that calculated for different hydrogen
configurations. The orbital symmetry of the adsorbate states is identified and fea-
tures of the surface band structure are characterized. It is found that the most likely
adatom position is in a bridged site.

The determination of the electronic structure
of surfaces has recently received increasing at-
tention in both experimental and theoretical stud-
ies. In this Letter we show that surface-reflec-
tance spectroscopy (SRS) may be a powerful tool
in elucidating the relationship between the sur-
face band structure and the adatom bonding for
chemisorbed systems.

In SRS the change of reflectance caused by
chemisorption on an atomically clean single-
crystal surface is measured as a function of the
energy of incident polarized photons. ' ~ Using
this technique, we have studied the optical pro-
perties of a monolayer of hydrogen chemisorbed
on tungsten(110). The results show a pronounced
anisotropy in the ref lectivity change which per-
mits an investigation of the orbital character of
the wave functions. Anisotropy of this type has
been previously reported for 0/W(110) and H/
W(110) (Ref. 4) and also for Cu/Pt(110). '

A partial description of the surface band struc-
ture is obtained from the study of the dielectric
properties that may be deduced from the reflec-

tance spectrum. The energies of the peaks in the
dielectric function' correspond to the excitation
energies of the optical transitions and their mag-
nitude is proportional to the dipole matrix ele-
ments between the initial- and final-state wave
functions. By a change in the direction of the
electric field, the matrix elements are altered
either because new optical transitions are in-
duced or because the strength of the existing ones
is modified as a consequence of the directionality
of the wave functions.

For each model of the adsorbate geometry
there is a corresponding set of valence band or-
bitals. The transition matrix elements may be
calculated for each model and their azimuthal de-
pendence compared with that observed for the ad-
sorbate peaks in the dielectric function. This
type of analysis of SRS data, for H/W(110) shows
that bridge sites are the most probable location
of the H atoms.

The experimental procedures used in SRS have
been described previously. " The present study
was done on a thin W(110) ribbon under ultrahigh-
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